
A Level Film Studies  

‘This is England’ (Meadows, 2006)  
COMPONENT 1: VARIETIES OF FILM AND FILMMAKING 

Section C: British film since 1995 
Written examination: 2.5 hours 

35% of qualification  

 

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of elements of film  

AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding of elements of film to:  

analyse and compare films, including through the use of critical approaches  

evaluate the significance of critical approaches  

analyse and evaluate own work in relation to other professionally produced work  

  

CONTEXTS 

Production | Social and Political | Critical 

Debate 

PRODUCTION  

The film was made as a part of the Channel 4 / Film Four ‘studio’ that commissioned 

specifically and overtly British films about British subjects. ‘This Is England’ was funded by 

Warp Films (based in Leeds), the UK Film Council and EM Media in Nottingham (where This 
Is England is set) and was distributed by Film Four.  

SOCIAL AND POLITICAL  

Key to the film’s social context is the culture of the skinhead community and the range of 

different skinhead groups within that. Indeed, Shane Meadows referenced the social context 

for the film when he commented that “It’s not to do with colour so much, it’s to do with 

identity and belonging.” He also said, “My film shows how right-wing politics started to 

creep into skinhead culture in the 1980s and change people's perception of it. This was a 

time when there were three and a half million people unemployed and we were involved in a 

pointless war in the Falklands. When people are frustrated and disillusioned that's when you 

get extremist groups moving in and trying to exploit the situation. That's what the National 

Front did in the early-80s”.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

SYNOPSIS 

In keeping with the realist tradition in British cinema, 

the plot of This Is England is appealingly simple, 

allowing emphasis to be placed on characterisation and 

the presentation of place as an influence on character. 

The film tells the story of This Is England tells the story 

of twelve-year old Shaun. The year is 1983. Shaun’s 

father has died in the Falklands War and Shaun spends 

increasing time with two groups of skinheads in 

Nottingham. The one group is defined by its peaceful 

attitude and behaviour. The other group is committed 

to a violent and non-inclusive approach to the racial mix 

of modern Britain. The film’s story is usefully 

understood as a ‘rite of passage’ story that sees Shaun 

move from innocence to experience as he is confronted 

by aggression, racism and difficult lives. 

 

  

  

  

  

 

 

 

  

IDEOLOGY AND THEMES 
This Is England is encoded with messages about alienation and belonging and the 

divisions that appear to separate communities and nations. The idea of belonging 

in the film is present not just in terms of the racial tensions but also in terms of the 

idea of masculinity and late in the film the connection between masculinity and 

physical aggression is criticized, embodied as it is in the character of Combo. 

 

This Is England expresses the theme of community and the dangers inherent in 

denying that, and only seeking to emphasise differences. It reminds us that we are 

all in this together and that there’s a real mistake being made to think that it’s 

anything otherwise. The idea is expressed that society does exist and that it is a 

complicated experience that does not benefit from simplistic distinctions between 

‘them’ and ‘us’. 

 

By setting the film in the context of 1983, the film communicates a particular sense 

of aggression and violence (physical and ideological) that centres around borders 

being built and transgressed. In its dazzling opening credits sequence, we see 

moving images of miners fighting police, anti-nuclear protesters at Greenham 

Common, the Prime Minister of the time Mrs. Thatcher in the Falklands (where 

Britain was in conflict with Argentina regarding ownership of the islands), riots in 

cities and finally an image of British soldiers in the Falklands covering up a dead 

soldier laid out on top of a tank. This is a representation of England that sits in 

contrast to the images typically constructed of England in heritage cinema and in 

comedies across the decades. 

NARRATIVE | GENRE 
This Is England is a piece of British social realism. 
The key to its aesthetic is the influence of 
documentary filmmaking that emphasizes ‘real’ life 
and a sense of immediacy. Typically, the term ‘real 
life’ is equated with the presentation of difficult 
lives, in turn wrapped up in the idea of ‘gritty 
realism’ and this kind of understanding relates to 
the story that ‘This Is England’ tells. 
 
The characters represent Propp’s character types 
(e.g. Lol and Milky are ‘helpers’). Binary Oppositions 
- conflict between opposing characters shapes the 
narrative from Shaun’s first interaction with Sandhu 
in the shop and the playground fight, through 
Woody and Combo’s gangs clashing to the 
dramatic assault on Milky. Levi Strauss argued that 
one side of the binary pair is always seen by a 
particular culture as more valued than the other – 
this could be used as a useful starting point for a 
discussion, particularly as the central character’s 
allegiances shift through the narrative. 
 
The narrative pattern of the film fits within 
Todorov’s equilibrium / disequilibrium / new 
equilibrium structure, but is open ended - the 
spectator does not get a clear indication of Milky’s 
condition and it is unclear if Shaun will be isolated 
once more or re-joins Woody’s gang.   



AUTEUR 

Meadows can be usefully understood as a filmmaker within 
the mode of British social realism. The BFI Screen Online 
entry on Meadows comments that: 
 
“…for Meadows social realism is an artistic means rather 
than a political end…Unlike the work of Ken Loach and 
Mike Leigh, the film-makers with whom he is most often 
compared, Meadows' observations of lower-class losers 
and misfits are made from the perspective of a native 
insider rather than a sympathetic visitor. Above all, 
Meadows always appears to like his characters…”  
 
Meadows stands as an ideal example of authorship, not 
only in terms of the ways in which ‘his’ films are promoted 
and then received and discussed, but also in terms of his 
own discussion of them. Add to the mix his engagement 
with social media via twitter in which he will often identify 
sources of influence and you have a writer / director who 
satisfies the concept of the director as ‘source’ of a film’s 
meaning. Certainly, this idea of authorship finds expression 
in the release poster for This Is England which includes the 
text “A Film by Shane Meadows”. The fact that Shane 
Meadows is the director of This Is England and other films 
has always been key to the promotion of the films. For 
marketing purposes, then, authorship can continue to be 
very useful. 

 
 
 
 
  

LANGUAGE AND MISE EN SCENE 

Sound | Representation | Editing | 
Cinematography 

MISE EN SCENE Symbolic use of the St George’s cross, 
this prop illustrates Shaun’s level of engagement with 
nationalism throughout the narrative. Costume – the 
importance of the skinhead ‘uniform’ to represent 
numerous ideas - the bonds of the gang members, Shaun’s 
acceptance within the group and Milky’s pride at his 
cultural heritage. Graffiti – used to illustrate the political 
views of people in the neighbourhood 

 

SOUND Music is key to the film’s construction of meaning 
(and sense of time and place) and direction of audience 
feeling. Where most of the music is used in a very 
energetic way, consider the way that the non-diegetic 
music underscores the violent culmination of the film. 
Repeated uses of radio broadcasts featuring Margaret 
Thatcher discussing the Falklands conflict keep the 
parallels between that war and the events unfolding in 
Shaun’s life in the spectator’s mind and convey how 
focused the UK was on the conflict in 1983. 

 

CINEMATOGRAPHY Use of low-angle shots to suggest 
Combo’s power alongside extensive use of close up shots 
to enable the audience to see each character’s reaction to 
him. Handheld camera throughout contributes to the 
authentic tone of this social realist film 

 

EDITING  Relatively long takes throughout, particularly in 
relation to Combo. The audience is positioned to focus on 
him for prolonged periods (as do the characters). 
Montages of archive footage at the start. 

 

REPRESENTATION Lol adheres to the maternal stereotype 
of women in her concern for Shaun. Combo refers to 
proud men and glorifies masculinity. Minorities are 
demonised in Combo’s speech. 

 
  
  
  

  
  
  
  
  
  

KEY SEQUENCES 

‘This is England’ speech – Combo outlines his rationale for 
his nationalist ideology  

Shaun becoming a member of Combo’s gang  

Combo brings his ‘troops’ (as he calls them) to attend a 
National Front meeting 

Combo steps in to nurture Shaun 

Shaun takes the English flag, throws it into the sea and 
watches it slowly sink. 

PAST EXAM QUESTIONS 
 

How useful has an ideological critical approach been in 

studying the narratives of your two chosen films? [40] 

 

or 

 

‘Analysing a film ideologically enhances our 

understanding.’ How far is this true of your two chosen 

films? [40] 

  

 

  

TERMINOLOGY 

IDEOLOGICAL 

REPRESENTATION 

THATCHERISM 

NATIONALISM  

BINARY OPPOSITIONS 

FORMALISM 

STRUCTURALISM 

SOCIAL REALISM  

MONTAGE  

SPECTATOR POSITIONING 

AUTEUR 


